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Upgrade Update 

Virgin Territory? 
Capcom’s 4MB Mystery 
Confusion reigns over Saturn upgrade cart ■ Hardware costs may delay release of Capcom titles 

■ Future of Virgin titles to be determined ■ Importers set to make a killing ■ Sega speaks! 



Get ready to rumble! 



New peripheral 

Steering SENSATION 
SPECTRAV1DEO HAS RELEASED A WRi 

with the Saturn, PlayStation and 

with the quality of Sega's own Arcade 
Racer, this piece of kit could well be the 
perfect Christmas gift. It's definitely the 
sturdiest piece of kit of its ilk you can 

Fed up of the Arcade 

Racer? This new add-on 

brings extra realism to 

the driving experience! 



IT'S N0T THE 

SIZE 0F - 

IT'S WHA^B 

Y0UID0 / 
WITH I 

THAT COUNTS, 

W POWER. THE NEW WAR HOARD GAME THAT HAS EVERYTHING 

10 WITH RUNNING, STRATEGY AND CUNNING, BUT NOTHING 

t WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH THE SIZE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT. 

THE GAME THAT'S TAKING 0VER THE W0RL0 





SATURDAY MORNING 

THIS NEW CLEARASIL COMPLETE REALLY 

WORKS. I USE IT EVERY DAY AND LOOK AT ME! 
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Do You Feel Real? 



ANOTHER AWESOME CD! 
Let’s face facts, when it comes to senses-shattering Saturn demo software 
there is literally only one place you can go: SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE. If this 
month’s Christmas NiGHTS extra isn’t enough, yo 
can look forward to another ace CD next issue 
with THREE ALL-NEW demos! We're talking 
quality as well with Worldwide Soccer 
and Touring Car plus your first 
chance to see the brilliant 
Steep Slope Sliders! We’ll 
also be revealing non-full- 
motion video demos of 
Enemy Zero and (wait 
for it) PANZER DRA¬ 
GOON SAGA!!! You 
won’t believe your 
eyes. Non-playable demos include 
Resident Evil, Last Rronx, Lost World, NBA Action, NHL Hockey and maybe some¬ 
thing extra special too! (CD contents accurate at time of going to press). This is 
going to be the CD to end all CDs - so get your order for SSM in NOW! 
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MAXIMUM FORCE 
A Virtua Cop game using full-motion video? It's been done before with the lacklustre Area 51. And here is the new, improved sequel! 
No please, your excitement... it's too much! 



The sequel to the lacklustre Area 51 arrives courtesy of Williams... 
And this time you don't have a fence stuck to your face! 



ALBERT ODYSSEY 
It seems that there's a bit of an upsurge in RPGs at the moment, more specifically, an upsurge in guality RPGs. With Shining the Holy 
Ark still confusing us, and the awesome Panzer Saga on the way, these are good times for Saturn RPG fans... 
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Complete the form below and send payment to: Sega Saturn 
Magazine Subscriptions, Lathkill Street, Market Harborough, 
Leicester LE87 4PA or if you wish to pay by CREDIT CARD A 
call our SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE on A 
01858 43535° quoting source and offer codes. 
lines are open from 8.30am to 9pm Monday to Friday ▼ 
and 10am to 4pm Saturday and Sunday I A Jk 
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My word, this month truly has been the worst I've yet experienced when it 
comes to interesting questions. I mean, half of them have been answered 
about five months ago, so do you guys actually read this page or what? Sigh. 
Oh well, please send some INTERESTING questions to NO. I REALLY AM INTER¬ 
ESTING, 0*A, 37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. Or email the beggars to 
ssm.qa@ecm.emap.com. Once again, I implore you to be at least slightly inter¬ 
esting. No, please. REALLY. 
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Secrets of 
Touring Car 
more to Touring Car than meets the eye. A whole host of secrets 

exclusively reveal. LEE NUTTER is the nut behind the wheel. 
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As possibly the most 

eagerly awaited arcade- 

to-Saturn conversion of 

the year, Sega Touring 

Car Championship 

arrives with the promise 

of being the Sega Rally- 

beater Saturn owners are 

long overdue. But 

haven’t we heard that 

somewhere before? 

Sega Touring 
Car Championship 
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Wash II 















OVERALL 



Quake 
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SEGA SATURN" tips 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 

DUKE 
NUKEM 3D 

The Guide §53 3 
The best Saturn game released this year, maybe even ever! That's Lobotomy’s stunning Duke Nukem 3D, a title we now intend to tip 
into oblivion (oh yes). What follows is a decriptive walkthrough of this senses shattering title, including a look at the major secret 
areas of each level. First of all, though, we start off with a real treat for owners of the analogue pad... 





PLAYERS GUIDE 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 

MARVEL SUPER 

Ultimate Guide gSHS B 
Here at SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, we love Marvel Super Heroes. Why? Because we know how to play it properly. MSH's combination attack 
system is very accessible to beginners and devastating when in the hands of the Masters. This month it's Beginners Time. We reveal all of 
the methods of combination attack and who can do what. Then, in the next two issues, we tell you how to get the best out of each fighter! 



PLAYERS GUIDE 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 



Following last month’s exclusive coverage of Gapcom’s forthcoming arcade titles, we take a look at what Sega had to 
offer at the 35th JAMMA show. With more coin-ops on display than any other company, Sega demonstrated its mas¬ 
tery of Model 3 technology with a number of superb sequels. If this line-up of hot games ever receives the home 
conversion treatment, Sega fans are gonna be blown away! Japanese correspondent WARREN HARROD reports. 





WINTER HEAT 
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GET BASS! 





VISTUA FIGHTER 3tb 









and finally... 

Sarah Bryant 
Psycho iiber-babe! 
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